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TCAT has surprised me with two reports announced at the same time, the Benchmarking Active
Transportation in Canadian Cities report and the Building Better Cycling in Cities: Lessons for Toronto
report.

Benchmarking Active Transportation in Canadian Cities, compares the performance of active
transportation in Toronto against other cities in Canada, the United States and Europe, and I've just
started getting into its meaty content. Some of its results include confirming the "safety in numbers
theory" - the more cyclists and pedestrians the safer it is for both; low active transportation mode
shares equal high private automobile shares; low gas taxes often mean higher private automobile
shares.

TCAT/Clean Air Partnership researcher, Kevin Behan claims there are many ways Toronto could improve
conditions for pedestrians: “More people walk to work in Montreal and Vancouver than in Toronto. Both
of those cities have pedestrianized streets and lower speed limits in residential areas. Toronto opened its
first pedestrian priority streets after the conclusion of this study but doesn’t have lower speed limits in
residential areas. "

I thought the claim about the speed limits is interesting so I called 311 (it really is an amazing service).
They told me that the normal speed on residential streets in Toronto is 50 km/h but that in any area
where there is a school, community centre, parks, playgrounds and some pedestrian-centred factors
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Good Election News: 8/9 most bike friendly
councilors re-elected
Except for Adrian Heaps' sad loss (honestly,
most buff councilor ever), BikingToronto's
list of cycling-friendly councilors did pretty
well. Not counting Pantalone, 8 of the top 9
were re-elected, and 16/20 of all...

ELECTION DAY...BY BIKE :)
I hope everyone gets a chance today to cast
that ballot, either by bike or by their own 2
feet. For picture of my local voting centre,
see the link below :) http://mississauga-
cyclist.blogspot.com/

The jungle of locks
Hi; I don't want to cart my bike lock around
to work and back, and last night went to
look for a lock that I could leave at work. I
stoped by MEC, Urbane Cyclist, and Duke's.
All three strongly recommended a U-lock,...

Oldstyle gum brake lever hoods?
The gum brake lever hoods on my 1980s
bike are getting pretty ratty. Is there any
source in Toronto (or Canada) which can
supply something today that will work
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then the speed will be 40 or lower. Indeed, the majority of side streets around me that are 40 and then
the odd one that is 50.

Building Better Cycling in Cities: Lessons for Toronto, the second report by TCAT, looks at how arterial
roads should start accommodating high volumes of cyclists, much like they are constructed to carry high
volumes of automobiles. It looks at best practices and policies from Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal,
Portland, New York City and Berlin. The lead author was Ada Chan.

I've yet to finish reading both of them, but they should provide nice rainy weather reading for bike
geeks while they cozy up to a hot chocolate or as they buff up their Brooks saddle.

Comments

Hard-sell pedestrian improvement.

Submitted by kiwano on October 15, 2010 - 10:05am.

As nice as it would be to have pedestrian-priority streets and other such features that make fair
weather walking even more appealing, I still think there's one change that the city needs to make in
order to make walking in the winter not suck. Whenever a road is rebuilt, move the catch basins
over to the crosswalk curb cuts. All winter long, catchbasins sit covered with snowbanks, and the
water that should be draining into them accumulates at the lowest available places on the roadway:
the cleared corners at intersections where the pedestrians have to walk to cross the street. Sure it'll
take decades (and probably also stupid quantities of money) to fix this problem, but it really needs
to be fixed.

I regularly point out to my non-winter-biking coworkers that biking to work that not having to cross
these nightmares (which even motorists have to do on the slog from their parking spot to the office)
is reason enough to accept every other harshness that winter might see fit to throw at me and my
bike.

Look for bike and pedestrian friendly school board trustees

Submitted by David Juliusson (not verified) on October 16, 2010 - 12:25am.

One way to get support for better bicycling and pedestrian priorities is with our votes for school
trustees.

TCAT did a survey in which potential candidates gave their thoughts on cycling and walking. It is on
their website and it is worth looking at. The TDSB has a safe walking routes to school program. Kids
walking with their parents will get people asking why we don't have better routes. They will ask for it
and will be listened to.
Candidates were also asked about a Safe Cycling Routes to School Initiative. Look for the ones who
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correctly? And in natural gum colour, not
black (although...

Count this...
as another vote in favour of not writing
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responded positively. After the election contact them. The first thing they will find is how indequate
bike parking is. I have schools in my ward with zero bike parking. One school with 500 students is
proud of having enough parking for 6 bikes. Trustees can ask for bike parking to be installed. They
can set up a Safe Routes to School Program.

Trustees get less votes than Councillors do. A concerted effort to elect those with pro bicycling
leanings could make an impact.

Barriers to lowering speeds on residential streets in Toronto

Submitted by Nancy Smith-Lea (not verified) on October 16, 2010 - 8:59am.

Thanks for your posting on TCAT's reports Herb. I love it that you called 311 for fact-checking. Very
ingenious! I agree that's a great service.

It's true that Toronto has lower speed limits in school zones and traffic calming areas. The difference
between Toronto and other cities, as I understand it, is that in Toronto lower speeds happen at the
request of the majority of residents on any particular street, rather than as a matter of course. Not
only is it request-driven but residents need to undertake several time-consuming steps before speed
reduction measures are taken
(http://www.toronto.ca/transportation/traffic/traffic_calming.htm).

Thanks for mentioning the TCAT survey David. If there's a candidate missing that anyone would like
to see, please contact the candidate requesting they complete the survey. We'll post all responses
right up until election day. Here's the link:
http://torontocat.ca/main/platform_election_surveys

Who cares about the mandated

Submitted by The Clog (not verified) on October 16, 2010 - 8:03pm.

Who cares about the mandated speed? You should be more interested in the actual speed of traffic.

because it makes a difference

Submitted by herb on October 17, 2010 - 11:22am. A reply to a previous comment.

What a bizarre assertion. Are you saying the posted speed limit has absolutely no effect on the
actual speed? I'd say you've got no evidence for that claim.

I think we're all very aware of the average speed of traffic out there. What's being discussed instead
is how to decrease that speed. One of the easiest measures in our toolbox is to post lower speed
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cycling in Toronto off just yet. The price of
gas will continue to rise, Rob Ford will never
get money for new expressways, and car...

Hey, hang on...
I know the election of Ford is not
encouraging, but when it comes down to it I
really believe that people will continue to
take to bicycles in record numbers. While
supportive...

died-, maimed- and injured- in
1200 folk lie-in for every bike accident every
year in TO

Thank you for your optimism.
Thank you for your optimism. I appreciate it,
and many of us need it. But its just so easy
to view this as the Mega attacking the city in
our lovely megacity. When I head out...

Bike die-in at Nathan
Bike die-in at Nathan Phillip's square, first
day of his term! Fantastic!!! I will get
motivated on this

Focus on Issues
Honestly, people, focus on the issues. The
fact he is fat means absolutely nothing. It
could be genetics, it could be laziness, it
could be anything. Personally attacking the...
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